
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of the sharp rise in the cost of living on the holiday rental
property market.

•• The longer-term influence of COVID-19.
•• Recent regulatory developments and how they could potentially impact

the market.
•• Key players and innovation in the holiday rental property market.
•• What consumers look for when choosing a holiday rental company to book

with.
•• Which search options are most useful when consumers look for a property

online.
•• Other consumer preferences and opportunities for holiday rental property.

Holiday rental property remains the holiday accommodation type with the
greatest growth potential, with 49% of adults expressing interest in this type of
accommodation in future versus 24% who have stayed in the three years to May
2022. Despite the removal of bans on overseas travel, domestic demand for
holiday rentals will likely remain healthy in the near-term, with 61% of UK adults,
rising to 68% of over-35s, planning a UK holiday rental stay in the remainder of
2022 (May-December).

Going into 2022 most people’s finances were relatively robust, with many
having built up supplemental savings during the pandemic. The rising cost of
living, however, is diminishing consumers’ sense of financial wellbeing. A
heightened degree of caution will cause some to re-evaluate their holiday
rental property plans, but this may benefit the UK market, with people finding
better value for money domestically than they could abroad.

The inconsistent way the holiday rental property market regulation has evolved,
where rules can vary considerably among cities, regions and countries, is a
major source of operational uncertainty. Tracking and complying with
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constantly changing regulations is costly, a drain on resources and is
preventing the market from reaching its full potential.

The European Union is currently working to develop a single regulatory regime
that would improve transparency and eliminate regulatory uncertainty at the
local level. The removal of regulatory uncertainty would enable hosts to act
more quickly and confidently, while greater accountability from hosts will
improve the holiday rental experience for guests and attract more people to
the market. The plan is supported by major platforms like Airbnb, and, if
successful, could spread to other major markets like the UK.
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future
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• Over half who are interested are planning a stay at some
point in 2022
Figure 5: Plans to stay in holiday rental property in 2021 vs
2022 (as of May 2021 and 2022)

• More planning a holiday rental abroad in 2022…
• …but demand for UK holiday rentals remains strong among

over-35s
Figure 6: Expected location of next holiday rental property
stay in 2021 vs 2022 (as of May 2021 and 2022)

• Around 40% of bookings are made via Airbnb or a holiday
rental specialist
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Figure 7: Booking channels used for last holiday rental
property stay, 2021 versus 2022

• Previous experience the most common factor driving choice
of booking company

• Recommendations and advertising most likely to be a factor
for younger guests
Figure 8: Factors influencing the choice of company to book
a holiday rental property with, 2022

• Online search that facilitates finding rentals near points of
interest most valued
Figure 9: Important search options when looking for a holiday
rental property online, 2022

• Impact of inflation will be mild and will help extend the
staycation trend

• Google’s entrance to the travel sector is significantly
altering the holiday rental property market’s competitive
dynamics

• UK holiday rental property market rebounded strongly in
2021
Figure 10: Volume and value performance of the domestic
holiday rental property market, 2017-21

• Rented house and cottage sector drives resurgence
Figure 11: Volume of domestic holiday rental property stays, by
property segment, 2017-21

• Return to overseas travel set to dampen UK holiday rental
market growth…
Figure 12: Category outlook, 2022-27

• …but high inflation will help to extend staycation trend in
the near-term

• Growth in the number of stays expected to flatten out from
2023 to 2027
Figure 13: Market size and forecast for domestic holiday
rental property, by volume, 2017-27
Figure 14: Market size and forecast for domestic holiday
rental property, by value, 2017-27

• Forecast methodology
• Learnings from the last income squeeze

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST
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• High inflation is putting significant pressure on household
incomes…

• …and is diminishing consumers’ sense of financial wellbeing
Figure 15: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-22

• However, demand for holiday rentals will persist in the
near-term

• High inflation and falling Pound may extend staycation
boom

• COVID-19 has had a transformational effect on the holiday
rental market

• More people have experienced holiday rentals
• Heightened attention to health and safety
• Increase in longer duration ‘working holidays’

• Inconsistent regulatory environment a key source of
operational uncertainty

• EU-wide regulation for holiday rentals under consideration

• Global intermediaries
• Airbnb
• Booking.com
• Expedia/Vrbo
• Sonder
• TripAdvisor Vacation Rentals
• OYO Vacation Homes
• Domestic brands/cottage specialists
• Awaze
• Sykes Holiday Cottages
• Other domestic holiday cottage companies

• Airbnb enhances search options in major upgrade to its
platform

• Booking.com introduces ‘Travel Sustainable Badge’
• New Google trip-planning tool can make finding rental

properties easier
• Sykes Holiday Cottages improves UX via enhanced

flexibility

MARKET DRIVERS

REGULATORY AND LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENT

KEY PLAYERS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• A quarter of adults used a holiday rental property in last
three years
Figure 16: Types of holiday accommodation used in the last
three years, 2017-22

• Holiday rental property user profile varies according to
type of property
Figure 17: Demographic profile of holidaymakers, by types of
holiday accommodation used in the past three years, 2022

• Holiday rentals continue to see the highest level of
consumer interest…

• …but waning fears about COVID means a more competitive
landscape
Figure 18: Types of holiday accommodation used in the last
three years, versus future interest, 2022

• Future interest highest among women, 45-65s and the
affluent
Figure 19: Use of any type of holiday accommodation* in the
last three years, versus future interest, by gender, age, socio-
economic group and presence of children, 2022

• Over half who are interested in holiday rentals planning a
stay in 2022

• Young, affluent and those with younger children most likely
to have booked
Figure 20: Plans to stay in holiday rental property in 2021 vs
2022 (as of May 2021 and 2022)

• 36% plan to rent a holiday property abroad in 2022
• Under-35s driving demand for overseas holiday rentals

Figure 21: Expected location of next holiday rental property
stay in 2021 vs 2022 (as of May 2021 and 2022)

• Beach and rural destinations preferred above all others
Figure 22: Expected holiday type for next holiday rental
property stay, 2022

• Beach holidays a middle age destination, while city breaks
skew young

• Those renting in the UK most likely to stay in a countryside
location
Figure 23: Expected holiday type for next holiday rental
property stay, by expected location, 2022

PREVIOUS USE OF HOLIDAY RENTAL PROPERTY

FUTURE INTEREST IN HOLIDAY RENTAL PROPERTY

HOLIDAY RENTAL PROPERTY PLANS IN 2022
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• Two in five bookings are made via Airbnb or a holiday
rental specialist…

• …but generalist OTAs and tour companies now play a
bigger role

• One in seven bookings are made directly with holiday
property owners
Figure 24: Booking channels used for last holiday rental
property stay, 2021 versus 2022

• Airbnb the leader in both the rental house and apartment
segments
Figure 25: Booking channels used for last holiday rental
property stay, by type of property, 2022

• Younger generations flock to larger high-tech booking
channels
Figure 26: Booking channels used for last holiday rental
property stay, by age group, 2022

• Previous experience the most common factor driving choice
of booking company
Figure 27: Factors influencing the choice of company to book
a holiday rental property with, 2022

• Recommendations and advertising most influential for
younger guests
Figure 28: Factors influencing the choice of company to book
a holiday rental property with, by age group, 2022

• High value placed on ability to search for rentals near
points of interest
Figure 29: Important search options when looking for a
holiday rental property online, 2022

• Finding holiday rentals with outdoor space most valued
among over-55s

• Young people most value filtering results based on points of
interest…

• …and features like suitability for large groups or dedicated
workspaces
Figure 30: Important search options when looking for a
holiday rental property online, by age group, 2022

HOLIDAY RENTAL PROPERTY BOOKING

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF HOLIDAY RENTAL
PROPERTY COMPANY

IMPORTANT SEARCH OPTIONS WHEN CHOOSING A HOLIDAY
RENTAL PROPERTY ONLINE
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• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

• Market forecast and prediction intervals
Figure 31: Lower bound, central and upper bound volume
forecast for domestic holiday rental property stays, 2022-27
Figure 32: Lower bound, central and upper bound value
forecast for domestic holiday rental property stays, 2022-27

• Market drivers and assumptions
Figure 33: Key economic drivers, 2016-26

• Forecast methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX: FORECAST METHODOLOGY
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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